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Kao Pao Shu Spring/Summer 2015 Men’s bag collection introduces a 
variety of classic and signature silhouettes in a color palette that includes 
both solid and two-tone combinations. The collection is characterized 
by geometric colored patches, adding a distinctive personality to each 
color combination. The unique construction technique of building a three-
dimensional form from strips of webbing, together with the variety of shapes 
and colors, strikes a balance between functionality and style. The collection 
offers 9 different shapes in 13 color options.

PAUL BACKPACK featured in  Denim Blue/Navy

Photo Marco Schillaci, Model Brandon Michael Anderson, @Kao Pao Shu Studio, Santa Monica, CA



JAMES messenger bag, featured in Steel Blue/Black, will meet the commuter needs with practicality and versatility. 
Its unconventional shape along with an adjustable shoulder strap and an inner pocket makes it a utility bag with 
both fashion and function.



PAUL BACKPACK, featured in Black/Black Stamp, will adapt to your back with its rectangular design for a 
comfortable yet stylish walk or ride. It has a top handle, adjustable straps, and an inner pocket.



HENRI CLUTCH, featured in Navy/Red Stamp, will hold the necessary essentials with its streamlined shape, full-
length hand strap and top zip closure. It’s roomy enough to make for a practical travel carrier and/or iPad case.



JAMES messenger bag, featured in Ice/Black, will meet the commuter needs with practicality and versatility. Its 
unconventional shape along with an adjustable shoulder strap and an inner pocket makes it a utility bag with both 
fashion and function.



JAMES messenger bag, featured in Denim Blue/Navy, will meet the commuter needs with practicality and 
versatility. Its unconventional shape along with an adjustable shoulder strap and an inner pocket makes it a 
utility bag with both fashion and function.



BYRON BAG, featured in Steel Blue/Black, is a classic shaped duffle bag. Its strong but versatile construction, 
adjustable shoulder strap and handles plus the two inner pockets make it a perfect carry-on, gym bag or stylish 
traveller companion. It fully opens on all sides for easy access to any item.

HENRI SATCHEL, featured in Ice/Black, is a sleek, classic shoulder/cross-body bag. This bag has top zip closure, 
an adjustable shoulder strap and an inner pocket.



CHARLIE BACKPACK, featured in Steel Blue/Black, is equal parts fashion and function for practical use without 
compromising a unique sense of style. It has a top handle and adjustable shoulder straps, as well as one large 
compartment with a removable mini-pouch inside.



JOE BAG, featured in Ice/Black, is the perfect way for urban commuters to pack some essentials and more. This 
bag’s twisted shape conforms to the body, so it becomes the perfect companion for a walk or ride.



BYRON BAG, featured in Steel Blue/Black, is a classic shaped duffle bag. Its strong but versatile construction, 
adjustable shoulder strap and handles plus the two inner pockets make it a perfect carry-on, gym bag or stylish 
travel carrier. It fully opens on all sides for easy access to any item.



PAUL BACKPACK, featured in Olive/Turquoise Stamp, will adapt to your back with its rectangular design for a 
comfortable yet stylish walk or ride. It has a top handle, adjustable straps, and an inner pocket.



JOE BAG, featured in Denim Blue/Navy, is the perfect way for urban commuters to pack some essentials and 
more. This bag’s twisted shape conforms to the body, so it becomes the perfect companion for a walk or ride.



PAUL SATCHEL, featured in Steel Blue/Black, will fit more than just the basic essentials with its rectangular design. 
Its adjustable strap, top zip closure, and an inner pocket make it a perfect companion for an all day long walk or 
ride. 



HENRI CLUTCH SMALL, featured in Olive/Turquoise Stamp, will hold the necessary essentials with its streamlined 
shape. It features a full-length hand strap and top zip closure.



JOE BAG, featured in Forest/Olive, is the perfect way for urban commuters to pack some essentials and more. 
This bag’s twisted shape conforms to the body, so it becomes the perfect companion for a walk or ride.



HENRI CLUTCH SMALL, featured in Steel Blue/Black, will hold the necessary essentials with its streamlined shape. 
It features a full-length hand strap and top zip closure.



PAUL BACKPACK, featured in Olive/Turquoise Stamp, will adapt to your back with its rectangular design for a 
comfortable yet stylish walk or ride. It has a top handle, adjustable straps, and an inner pocket.



HENRI SATCHEL, featured in Steel Blue/Black, is a sleek, classic shoulder/cross-body bag. This bag has top zip 
closure, an adjustable shoulder strap and an inner pocket.
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